The Peat Lands in Bloomfield.—There is a peat meadow in West Bloomfield, Ontario Co., which promises to supply cheap fuel to our citizens. This meadow comprises about 40 acres on the farms of Cadwalader Haws and Henry B. Hamlin. We have some specimens of the peat and find it to be a superior article for fuel. These beds are from four to twelve feet deep and the field is clear and dry. The discovery of this bed of peat was made nearly thirty years since and some of the fuel was brought to this city and burned. Messrs. Sawyer & Hubbell had a lease of these lands many years since and brought a quantity of the peat to this city. It was burned in grates and in locomotives of the Auburn & Rochester RR., but as it then had to be transported 25 miles by teams, and wood was but $2 per cord, there was no inducement to work the mine. Now things are changed. The meadow is within a mile of Miller’s station, on the Canandaigua & Batavia Railroad and fuel is very high. That it can be successfully worked is beyond all question. Mr. S. Lewis, of this city has taken a lease of the grounds and it is intended to form a stock Company at once to get at this peat and introduce it to this market as fuel. Mr. Lewis has shown us some samples of the peat which are very fine. It is known in Ireland as stone peat and considered the best in the world. The poor of this city can see a ray of hope in this Bloomfield peat meadow and we hope the mine will be worked at once.